UPRM E-Ship Network
Where Innovators Connect
**GEN 1 Fellows**

**FALL 2015**

**Emmanuel Oquendo (Alumni) - Mechanical Engineering**
Currently: *CEO at BrainHi*, an automated receptionist for medical practices, they have customers in Puerto Rico and USA

**Jahannie Torres - Computer Engineering and Entrepreneurship**
Currently: *CEO at edvo, Lean Startup Program Director* and taking the *virtual educator* certification

**Rodolfo Romañach (Alumni) - Accounting and Finance**
Currently: Offering *accounting services* for SBIR grants and giving *innovation workshops* through the CEO of My Life program

**Angie Ramos - Civil Engineering**
Currently: *Owner of Piú Bella*, an online boutique and blog dedicated to the empowerment of women. TEDX...

**Jonathan Díaz Sepúlveda - Linguistics**
Currently: *CEO at ALQMY*, partner of Engine-4 and in process of creating with Engine-4 the first Internet of Things laboratory in Puerto Rico and the Caribbean

**Bryan Muñoz - Computer Information Systems & Accounting**
Currently: Collaborating with Kmilemedia Design, where digital content is developed as well as graphic arts
GEN 2 Fellows
Spring 2018

Jaran Arroyo
Industrial Engineering
Project: **Elicit**
Community with skills ranging from storytelling and filmmaking to coding and writing

Alex Herrero
Mechanical Engineering and Visual Arts
Project: **Visionary**
Virtual Reality technology learning program at UPRM

Rolando Cruz
Agronomy and Agribusiness
Project: **AgroSolución**
Solutions through internal public policies, recycling, food sustainability and renewable energy

Alejandro Aponte
Mechanical Engineering
Project: **E.P.I.C. Labs**
MakerSpace at UPRM
**GEN 3 Fellows**  
**Fall 2018**

**Lianne Vega**  
**Industrial Engineering**  
**Project: Achieve**  
Mentorship program where students can benefit from best entrepreneurial practices to ideate, validate and scale their business idea.

**Felipe Alfonzo**  
**Marketing**  
**Project: Innovation Pipeline**  
An “innovation pipeline” created through interdisciplinary collaborative student communities.

**Ashley Del Valle**  
**Electrical Engineering**  
**Project: WondeRUM**  
A breath-taking Art & Engineering exhibit (by WearTech) which will display innovative art pieces created with non-conventional materials.

**Anibal Betancourt**  
**Mechanical Engineering**  
**Project: Empower3D**  
A maker community focused on personal and project development. Empowering individuals to help make their ideas become reality.
Connect with us for more information!

**E-Ship Facebook:** UPRM E-Ship Network

**E-Ship Twitter:** @eshipnetwork

**E-Ship Web Page:** [http://www.uprm.edu/eship](http://www.uprm.edu/eship)

**E-Ship Hashtag:** #UPRMeship

**E-Ship Snapchat:** UPRM E-Ship Network

**E-Ship Instagram:** eshipnetwork
Mentor: Moraima De Hoyos Ruperto
Thanks!

Connect with us!
The University Innovation Fellows program empowers students and faculty to become leaders of change in higher education. Fellows are leading a global movement to ensure that all students gain the attitudes, skills and knowledge required to navigate a complex world.

Learn more!